Abstract: Knowing how people interact with urban environments is fundamental for a variety of fields, ranging from transportation to social science. Despite the fact that human mobility patterns have been a major topic of study in recent years, a challenge to understand large-scale human behavior when a certain event occurs remains due to a lack of either relevant data or suitable approaches. Psychological crowd refers to a group of people who are usually located at different places and show different behaviors, but who are very sensitively driven to take the same act (gather together) by a certain event, which has been theoretically studied by social psychologists since the 19th century. This study aims to propose a computational approach using a machine learning method to model psychological crowds, contributing to the better understanding of human activity patterns under events. Psychological features and mental unity of the crowd are computed to detect the involved individuals. A national event happening across the USA in April, 2015 is analyzed using geotagged tweets as a case study to test our approach. The result shows that 81% of individuals in the crowd can be successfully detected. Through investigating the geospatial pattern of the involved users, not only can the event related users be identified but also those unobserved users before the event can be uncovered. The proposed approach can effectively represent the psychological feature and measure the mental unity of the psychological crowd, which sheds light on the study of large-scale psychological crowd and provides an innovative way to understanding human behavior under events.
Introduction
Social events, especially those that can drive a massive influx of participants from different places to be gathering at certain place or places, such as protests and social conflicts, influence people's normal life and the way urban systems work to a certain extent. As such, it is essential to study how the involved individuals' spatial patterns would be during the events, and, more importantly, detect the unobserved but related individuals, i.e., such individuals that cannot (or are hard) to be directly linked to a corresponding event. For example, some individuals who participate in a protest on a street for minimum wage can be the persons who are just interested in certain related things or whose friends or relatives are involved in the protest rather than themselves being the low-income people. Those unobserved participants may boost some unexpected activities, such as criminal activities, which can become out of control.
The emerge of the related theoretical study on how a crowd could be shaped upon an event occurring can be traced back to the 19th century [1] , where Ref. Le Bon [2] argued that a group of people who are usually located at different places and show different behaviors can be very sensitively driven to take the same act by a certain event. Such a crowd was defined as a psychological crowd.
A psychological crowd may consist of half a dozen individuals at certain moments, while it may not happen if hundreds of people gathering together by accident, such as thousands of people accidentally gathered in a public place without any determined object. In other words, the related individuals may only geographically gather together to show the collective behavior when a certain event occurs, such as a protest, during a short period. With regards to collective behavior, Turner et al. [3] argued that the mental unity of the crowd, i.e., the crowd behaves as one, needs to be explained.
Recently, there has been work on computationally understanding and modeling crowd behavior in certain environments or under certain events from small-scale. For example, Helbing et al. [4] studied pedestrian move flows in the scenario with a variety of facilities; Moussaïd et al. [5] proposed a cognitive science approach for the study of crowd disasters and the simulation of pedestrian flows under events; Sieben et al. [6] explored the social psychology of pedestrian dynamics during the assembling and dispersal of gatherings; Ref. von Krüchten and Schadschneider [7] performed an empirical study on investigating the impact of social groups on evacuations. However, a computational way to model certain psychological features of a crowd from a large-scale (e.g., national level) still lacks [8] , which is also crucial for better understanding the way people live, work and play in cities-human activity patterns.
A comprehensive understanding of human activity patterns within urban environments (large-scale crowd behavior) lays a foundation to a variety of urban studies, ranging from transportation to social events [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Researchers have placed efforts on uncovering the urban spatial patterns of human activities. González et al. [15] found that a few of the locations intend to be frequently revisited, which can be characterized by a single spatial distribution indicating the dynamics behind the reproducible scaling patterns. Song et al. [16] reported that 93% of human movements can be potentially predicted based on an analysis of phone call data. Lima et al. [17] analyzed personal car GPS trajectories and found that most drivers use a small number of routes for their routine trips, and tend to have a preferred route for frequent trips. Jiang et al. [18] developed a framework for extracting mobility patterns from raw mobile phone data, where a pipeline that can translate the mobile phone records into interpretable spatial human mobility patterns was designed. However, such studies do not address the activity patterns of those unobserved people who are actually involved in an event. In fact, their behaviors when a certain event happens are rarely predictable. Inspired by the concept of psychological crowd, modeling psychological features of mass crowd can be a solution of detecting the unobserved individuals related to an event.
Massive multi-dimensional data that can represent human urban behaviors have been unprecedentedly collected in recent years, covering both spatiotemporal and semantic information (e.g., GPS trajectories; phone call data and social media data). These data have shown a power to infer human activities, sentiments, opinions and interests [19] [20] [21] , which are also a basis of investigating the psychological features of the crowd. In this paper, we aim to propose a computational approach to detect the psychological crowd from a large-scale, where both observed and unobserved members can be detected. First, the psychological features of the crowd are modeled from a semantic manner using a machine learning method. Subsequently, semantic similarity is computed to detect the individuals who show mental unity. Based on the semantic similarity, a psychological crowd is finally derived, consisting of such individuals. A case study is conducted to test the proposed approach and analyze the characteristics of the detected crowd.
Methodology

Preliminaries
We assume that the psychological features can be depicted by the involved individuals' attributes. The involved individuals may and may not be geographically and temporally similar before a certain event occurs, but will show up together in a place or certain places during an event, as shown in Figure 1 .
Event
Before event
During event Figure 1 . Geospatial-temporal distribution of a psychological crowd before and during an event.
The circles refer to the involved individuals. The filled color of circles refers to the temporal pattern of the individuals.
Definition 1.
An individual's attribute, P(a), is spatiotemporally irrelevant, which can reflect people's interests, sentiments, activities, opinions and attitudes on certain events, and activities participated in. The topics people talk about in daily life are used to infer the attribute.
Definition 2.
Mental unity of a crowd indicates the involved individuals are similar in terms of the attribute. According to Definition 1, the similarity of the attributes can be measured by the similarity of the topics-semantic similarity. In this context, the individuals involved in a crowd should be the individuals who are semantically similar.
Psychological Feature Modeling
Topic modeling, a machine learning method, is used to infer the topics representing the individual's attribute. Topic modeling has been effectively used to analyze textual information, inferring semantic patterns [22] [23] [24] [25] . The idea of topic modeling is that, in a corpora, each document is a mixture of topics, where each topic is a mixture of words. The distribution of the topics in each document is used to represent the meaning of a document. The distribution of the words in each topic is used to represent the meaning of a topic. In our case, each people corresponds to the document and the distribution of topics corresponds to the individual's attribute-the psychological feature. Different techniques have been developed to estimate the distributions, among them, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [22] is widely used. Thus, we use LDA in this study to estimate the distribution of topics and the distribution of words in each topic.
LAD is a generative model specifying a simple probabilistic procedure, in which any textual document can be drawn. First, a new document is created by choosing a distribution overt topics. Subsequently, for each word in that document, a topic is randomly chosen and a word is drawn from that topic according to a distribution over words. In order to infer the topic cluster involved in generating a collection of documents and the word cluster involved in generating a collection of topics, the generating process is inverted by using statistical techniques.
We assign the distribution over topics to P(a) in Definition 1 and use P(w|a) to represent the distribution over words in each topic. Only words (w) can be observed in the model. We use φ(n) to represent the multinomial distribution over words for topic n, i.e., P(w|a = n), and θ(m) to represent the multinomial distribution over topics for individual attribute m, i.e., P(a). Figure 2 shows a graphical model, illustrating how to estimate the distribution over topics. In Figure 2 , a refers to the assignment of word tokens to topics, and φ(n), θ(m), and a are latent variables that are required to be estimated. Box K indicates that, in each topic a, the sampling of φ(n) is repeatedly conducted until K topics are generated. Box L m represents that, in each individual attribute, the sampling of topics/words is repeatedly conducted till L m words are generated. Box M illustrates the sampling of a distribution over topics in each individual attribute m for a total of M individual attributes. The variables α and β, usually treated as constants, are hyper-parameters of Dirichlet prior. Consequently, the probability of the ith word in an individual attribute m is:
where a i refers to a latent variable indicating the topic from which the ith word was drawn. P(w i |a i = j) indicates the probability of the ith word in topic j; P(a i = j|m) refers to the probability of the ith topic sampled for the ith word token for individual attribute m. Since Gibbs sampling can efficiently and easily extract topics from a big dataset [26] , the two posterior (conditional) distributions over a (the assignment of word token to topics) are estimated using it. Based on that, the individual attribute (topic distribution) can be easily depicted. More details about how this technique works can be found in Griffiths and Steyvers [25] .
A group of word indices w i and individual attribute indices m i in each word token i represent the individual attribute. Each word token is considered in turn, and the probability of assigning the current word token to each topic is estimated, conditioned on the topic assignments to all other word tokens. A topic is sampled and forms a new topic assignment for this word token based on the conditional distribution. This conditional distribution (posterior distribution) can be written as P(a i = n|a −i , w i , m i , ·). According to Griffiths and Steyvers [25] , it can be calculated by:
where a i = n indicates the topic assignment of token i to topic n, a −i refers to the topic assignments of all topic tokens except token i, and " · " refers to all other known or observed data. In addition, C W L and C ML are matrices of counts with W × L and M × L dimensions, respectively. C W L wn refers to the number of times, excluding the current instance i, word w is assigned to topic n and C ML mn refers to the number of times, excluding the current instance i, and topic n is assigned to some word token in individual attribute m. As a result, the left part of Equation (2) indicates the probability of word w in topic n, while the right part indicates the probability of topic n in individual attribute m. Eventually, the word-topic distribution (φ) and semantic pattern (θ) can be estimated by:
One parameter-the expected number of topics-is required for model training. A standard metric, perplexity, measuring how well a probability distribution works for a prediction-generalization performance-is used to do so [22] . Perplexity presents an exponentially decreasing trend in likelihood of training data, thus the lower the perplexity value is, the better generalization performance the model has. The perplexity is defined as:
where L m refers to the number of words in each people, w m refers to the words of people m, and p(w m |M) can be computed by Equation (1).
Mental Unity Measuring
According to Definition 2, we compute the similarity of topic distributions between the individuals' attributes, P(a), to measure the mental unity of a crowd. Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is used to represent the similarity. KL divergence is a standard function to measure the difference between two topic distributions p and q in two corresponding documents [27] :
where T refers to the number of topics; p i and q i refer to the distribution of topic i in document p and q, respectively. If two documents are identical, the value of KL is zero. In other words, the value of KL is closer to zero, the two documents are more similar. In this work, p and q refer to the topic distributions of the individuals' attributes. Since KL divergence is asymmetric, a symmetric transformation of KL, KL , is used:
In this case, the mental unity can be quantitatively defined as certain KL value between involved individuals in a crowd. KL can also be used as an indicator to show the magnitude of the mental unity, the greater the KL is, the higher likelihood the individuals tend to be involved in the same event.
Case Study
The proposed approach is implemented for exploring the crowd in a protest-"Fight for $15"-occurring in more than 200 cities across the USA on 15 April 2015. This protest was claimed as the largest protest by low-wage workers in USA history and were calling for a minimum wage of $15 per hour. The participants were mainly labor activities and fast-food workers from large chains, such as McDonald and Walmart [28] .
"Fight for $15" activity began in 2012 in which two-hundred fast-food workers walked out of the job for the increase of their minimum wage and union rights. Today, this event has become a movement in over 300 cities across the world. The participants include fast-food workers, home health aides, child care teachers, airport workers, adjunct professors, retail employees and underpaid workers everywhere [29] .
Data and Experiment Design
The geotagged tweets posted within the USA continent during May 2014 and August 2015 were downloaded through Twitter Streaming API [30] . The textual information of the tweets is used to infer users' psychological features and the associated geospatial information is used to further investigate the detected crowd's geospatial patterns. Twitter data has been widely used to understand human activity and mobility patterns [31, 32] . Since the API only allows users to download no more than 1% tweets of the amount, only those 1% of data can be used to explore the crowd involved in the protest in this study. Despite the limitation of the API, there have been studies (e.g., Sakaki et al. [33] [34] [35] ), to a certain extent, achieving the success of using it to detect events.
The experiment aims to test whether the individuals involved in the protest can be successfully detected by our proposed approach. We assume that the Twitter users who have posted any single tweet with "Fightfor15" key word and "#fightfor15" hashtag are the individuals of the crowd related to the "Fight for $15" event. Among those "Fight for $15" users, we want to investigate how many can be identified as the individuals of the crowd using our proposed approach. We use the data before the protest to detect the crowd and subsequently explore its pattern based on the data on the protest day.
A total of 152,573 geotagged tweets posted from 269 users were finally obtained after filtering noise users-(1) all their tweets are posted from an identical location and (2) all their tweets repeat the same word, hashtag and symbol "@"-as well as the users who have no tweets posted before the protest. The top-left map in Figure 3 shows how the tweets geospatially distributed during May 2014 and August 2015. It is obvious that most of tweets are located along the east coast and west coast and around Lake Michigan. Moreover, some trajectories (lines), probably representing the migration of the users, can be identified. The other two maps at the bottom in Figure 3 plot tweet density in each state before and during the protest happening. The change of the density in states may briefly illustrate the migration pattern of the participants-moving from the states with lower tweet density before the protest to the higher ones during the protest.
Psychological Feature Patterns
Topic distributions for each users are inferred to depict the individual's attribute. In order to compute the perplexity in Equation (5), the text data from each users are randomly split into two parts: 80% of them are used for model training, while the rest are used to evaluate the model. Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of the perplexity over tested topic numbers. It shows that the perplexity decreases flatly from 230 topics, thus 230 is used as the number of topics to train the topic model. Hyper-parameters of Dirichlet prior, α and β, are assigned as 0.01 and computed by 50/T = 0.5 (T refers to the number of topics), respectively, since they are reasonable choices for topic models [26] . The distributions over 230 topics represent the attribute of each individual. Table 1 gives an example of the top 10 topic distributions of a randomly selected user. Each topic relates to a probability. The involved topics of each user can be various. Different words and their probability shape the semantic pattern of the topics. The meaning of each topic can be inferred based on the involved words. Among those 230 topics, we find three topics that are most relevant to the protest, as shown in Table 2 , the others are various. Despite the fact that these three topics all involve some relevant key words, Topic #176 is the most relevant one since the most representative key words "#fightfor15" which is the official Twitter hashtag used for the "Fight for $15" movement and "strike fast food" only exists in this topic. In addition, the rest of the key words-"workers", "fight for", "wage", "worker", "union", "fight" and "wages"-all hit the key content of the event according to the "Fight for $15" movement official website [29] . Consequently, we consider that the users having Topic #176 are the ones that directly participate in the protest. In this context, Table 1 can tell us that the user can be a participant of the protest; nevertheless, she/he also involves a protest-irrelevant attribute represented by topic #60 (only protest-irrelevant key words involved) with higher probability. 
Detected Crowd
KL is computed for every pair of users, and the value of KL of a total of 36,046 user pairs ranges from 0.21 to 23.25. To determine if two users are similar in terms of their attributes (topic distributions), a proper value of KL needs to be used. We calculate mean ratio of topic intersection between two users to find this proper value. More specifically, we first group the user pairs according to their KL value. The KL values are split into 24 groups based on an interval of one as a result of 24 groups of user pairs. Then, the KL value of these 24 groups ranges from (0,1] to (23, 24] . Subsequently, for the user pairs in each group, ratio of the identical topics (only the topics of which P(a) is none-zero count), R, is computed by the following equation:
where N(T i ) refers to a number of identical topics of a pair of users; N u (T) refers to the number of topics of user u, u 1 and u 2 ∈ the pair of users. Eventually, the mean ratio of each group,R, is computed by:
where R is computed by Equation (8); ∑ R is the sum of R for all user pairs in a group; N(u) refers to the number of user pairs in the group. The distribution ofR over those 24 groups is plotted, as shown in Figure 5 . It can be observed that the mean ratio dramatically decreases over the groups of which the KL boundaries are greater than 5. In other words, the user pairs in the first five KL groups are the most similar. In the end, the users whose KL is no greater than 5 are identified as the involved individuals mentally unified as the crowd. The detected crowd consists of 218 users, represented by a network as shown in Figure 6a . The linked red points in the middle are those 218 users, while the blue points indicate the users showing lower mental unity, which cannot be identified as a part of the crowd by the model. As there are 269 users related to the "Fight for $15" protest in total, our approach is able to successfully detect 81% individuals of the crowd. In addition, we find that there are 157 users involved in Topic #176 before the protest (the red points in Figure 6b ), while 112 users are found only after the protest (the blue points in Figure 6b ). It may infer that: (1) there could exist some users who do not show obvious connections to the protest before but actually participate in the protest on site. These "hidden participants" would yield some unexpected impacts or increase the burden of protest management; thus, it is crucial to detect such "hidden participants"; and (2) there also could exist some users who show their interests in the event long time before the protest and also participate in the protest on site. To further investigate these two inferences, we analyzed their geospatial patterns. 
Geospatial Patterns
In order to infer the locations where the protests occurred on 15 April 2015, we develop spatial clustering based on DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) [36] to group the tweets posted on that day. DBSCAN does not require the number of clusters in advance, which meets our demand in this study. Furthermore, 200 m is used as the distance threshold for DBSCAN since the street block is designed between 50 to 200 m in the USA, and we assume that the participants of a protest should be distributed around a street block. The density threshold of DBSCAN is assigned as one because the tweets used are only 1% of the amount tweets, and the low density enables detecting the possible locations as much as possible. Finally, 309 spatial clusters are generated to represent the locations of the "Fight for $15" protests occurring on 15 April 2015.
The number of points in each cluster ranges from 1 to 41. Figure 7a illustrates that a part of clusters (53 clusters) contains a very small number of points-the ones below the mean (three points). These clusters could be noise that some users post tweets from some other places rather than the sites where the protests occur. However, it could be that the protests are also held there, but less participants are involved, resulting in a low volume of tweets generated. Then, it makes sense that such a small number of tweets shape those "small" clusters. In this paper, we analyze two scenarios-all clusters and the clusters with more than a mean number of points-to explore the geospatial patterns of the crowd. The geospatial distributions of these two groups of clusters are plotted in Figure 7b . The centroid of the clusters is used as the location of the protest, based on which a 200 m buffer is created to detect onsite users. Table 3 lists some statistics on the geospatial characteristics for the two scenarios. With regards to all clusters, 170 users are detected from 309 event spots on event day. Among them, 51 users do not tweet at the event spots before the protest, while 119 users tweet from the event spots before the protest. The ratio of user amount between these two types of users is 51/119 = 0.43. With regards to the clusters with more than a mean number of points (selected clusters), 75 users are detected from 53 event sports on event day. Among them, 18 users do not tweet at the event spots before the protest, whilst 57 users tweet from the event spots before the protest. The ratio of user amount between these two types of users is 18/57 = 0.31. Figure 8 shows the number of users in a different proportion of the tweets posted from other spots rather than the protest spots. Apart from the users who do not tweet at the event spots before the protest, there are also some users who only post tweets from the event spots before the protests (those users whose proportion of off-site tweets is 0 in Figure 8 ). These users can be seen as the people working there (e.g., McDonald's shop). They complain and tweet when they are working and also participate in the protests held at their work places. Such users are the directly event-related people, which can be identified before the protest. In contrast, those users who do not tweet on the protest spots at all before the protest but suddenly participate the protest can be seen as latently event-related people, they cannot be directly observed before the event. 
Discussion
Although only the 1% of tweets are used to test the model, the experiment shows that the proposed approach can detect the individuals associated with the "Fight for $15" crowd at 81% accuracy. The performance of the model would be increased along with more data being involved. The three relevant topics are inferred from this 1% of data, which may tell us that this small data sample is suitable for such large-scale crowds and collective activities research. Regarding the spatial clusters selection-using all clusters or selected clusters. Nevertheless, the geospatial patterns shown in Table 3 look different, and the values of a:b for these two groups of clusters are close. It can prove our assumption that some protests are also held at the spots where the selected clusters are located. The reason that these clusters show very low volume of tweets is most likely due to small data samples used in this case study.
The idea of detecting the crowd is to find the individuals who have similar psychological features. Individuals' attributes representing their "thoughts" are used to model the psychological features. The individuals would take the same action, participating in protests in our case study, regardless of where they are located. Such action may cause a big event, which is likely to create violence later on. Unfortunately, some of those latent individuals cannot be sensed until they take the action. The approach developed in this study uses a computational way to enable those latent individuals to be surfaced to a certain extent, which lays a foundation to some applications, such as social events prediction, human activity prediction, monitoring violent offenders, and emergency response.
However, there are still some limitations in this research: (1) we only consider what people tweet to model the individuals' attributes due to data accessibility-other social media data during the event period were unfortunately not collected, and a more comprehensive model should be developed if other types of data are involved. For example, image topic analytics has to be developed if relevant image data collected from both social media (e.g., Flickr) and/or news report are involved, and an upgraded model that is capable of dealing with the information derived from the images needs to be designed to depict the psychological feature; (2) the two thresholds of DBSCAN are assigned based on the geographical characteristics of the study area, and they may be different for other study areas. Moreover, other than DBSCAN, other clustering algorithms can be used; (3) indeed, not everyone posts relevant content before or during the event, which means that those individuals who are not able to be observed online cannot be revealed by any means. On the other hand, there is a part of users who post on social media from time to time but share their "thoughts" infrequently, which may limit the detecting accuracy.
Conclusions
People distributed at different locations in urban environments can be driven to gather at certain places by certain events, which may result in both positive and negative effects on urban systems and the society. Thus, it is necessary to detect the involved crowd in order to analyze the possible influence. This paper presents an approach to model the crowd based on the concept of psychological crowd. Topic modeling was used to infer the individuals' attributes representing the psychological feature of the crowd. Then, the similarity of the attribute between individuals was computed to measure the mental unity of the crowd. Eventually, a psychological crowd was shaped by the individuals showing similar mental unity.
The approach was tested for a national event-"Fight for $15" protest-occurring in the USA in April, 2015. Twitter data was used as a proxy of the event. The experiment shows that our approach was able to successfully detect 81% of individuals in the crowd, where not only the observed users before the event were detected but also those unobserved users were also uncovered by analyzing their geospatial patterns. The proposed approach can effectively represent the psychological feature and measure the mental unity of the crowd, which can be implemented for uncovering human activity patterns from motivation level.
We believe the capability of the detection of the latent social event users may benefit a set of urban management, ranging from policy making to emergency response, and provide a new tool for the field of psychology to study the psychological behavior of large-scale crowds and for the GIS scientists and social scientists to better understand the collective human behavior before and during the occurrence of big social events. In the future, a broader range of datasets will be coupled to improve the detecting accuracy and a more comprehensive model will be developed to draw the psychological features.
